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James Bergin and Kevin Stiroh

This article addresses a question that at first may appear 
simple: Why do supervisors rate banking organizations? 

Supervisors of banking organizations periodically 
summarize their views of a banking organization into a 
confidential assessment or rating—essentially, a grade for 
the organization’s safety and soundness and compliance 
with law. To banking organizations and their supervisors, 
the assignment and use of supervisory ratings by their 
examiners is so familiar that it may seem pedestrian to pause 
to consider why it is done. At the same time, to outsiders to 
financial supervision, the process is another opaque aspect 
of a dimly understood craft. 

In this article, we try to shed some light on the practice in a 
way that will be illuminating for both insiders and outsiders. 
We believe that there is considerable complexity and nuance 
incorporated in the concept of rating banking organizations 
and that it warrants a rigorous discussion of why supervisors 
assign ratings and how they advance the statutory and regula-
tory goals of supervision. The recent Board of Governors and 
FDIC joint notice seeking comment on the depository institu-
tion rating system is an invitation to join this discussion.1  

Looking at the historical record and current practices, 
we believe ratings have been an important tool for supervi-
sors for two primary reasons. One, ratings add discipline to 
the supervisory and regulatory process. Supervisors and 

• The rationale for assign-
ing ratings to banking 
organizations may seem 
straightforward, but the 
process involves considerably 
more complexity and nuance 
than many would recognize. 

• Ratings provide discipline to 
the regulatory process and a 
means for clear communication 
of supervisory assessments 
to firms, regulators, and other 
stakeholders. If done well, 
ratings facilitate remediation 
among supervised firms while 
bolstering confidence in both 
the supervisory process and 
the banking system. 

• The authors highlight three 
channels by which the assign-
ment of a supervisory rating, 
in the context of its associated 
consequences, can influence 
the behavior of a financial firm: 
as a communication tool, as a 
direct risk mitigant, and as a 
broad incentive mechanism. 

• Understanding these chan-
nels, and their implications, is 
important for both developing 
effective supervisory assess-
ments and considering the 
optimal design of a rating 
framework.
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regulators are assigned significant power under law to make judgments about the soundness 
of private firms and to influence their activities. Ratings are an important means of ensuring 
that supervisors and regulators make these judgments rigorously and consistently across 
heterogeneous firms and over time. First developed as a sort of coordination mechanism, 
ratings have been further deployed over time by Congress and regulators to help the official 
sector make decisions with the best information possible. They now provide a meaningful 
link between supervisory assessments of the current condition of a firm and official judg-
ments about such matters as what areas supervisors should focus on and whether a firm 
should be allowed to expand or offer new financial services. This adds to the legitimacy and 
fairness of the supervisory and regulatory process and can help build confidence in the 
financial system. 

Two, ratings facilitate communication of supervisory assessments to the many stakeholders 
of the examination process—directly to the supervised firms and other regulators, and indi-
rectly to Congress and the public at large. Ratings allow supervisors to summarize and convey 
the complexity of a financial firm assessment to each of the stakeholders. Among other things, 
they enable supervised firms to anticipate the potential regulatory consequences of their 
supervisory condition. This awareness facilitates remediation and behavioral changes that ulti-
mately support the underlying supervisory objectives, while also adding to the legitimacy of 
the process. Communication to Congress and the public is more attenuated because ratings are 
generally confidential by law, but the practice of ratings is an important element of generating 
reliable and consistent assessments internally within regulatory agencies, which allows these 
institutions to effectively communicate with public stakeholders.2

 With these purposes in mind, we then contemplate a number of questions about the proper 
design of a rating framework. We examine how a supervisory rating actually influences firm 
behavior in a way that is consistent with supervisory objectives. We consider three channels of 
potential influence with respect to how ratings can affect regulatory judgments: (1) as a com-
munication tool to raise awareness of the most salient risks and supervisory concerns; (2) as 
activity restrictions that act as a direct risk mitigant by reducing the specific behavior of 
concern; and (3) as activity restrictions that operate as a broad incentive mechanism to change 
behavior. Discussing ratings practices and renewing our understanding of their purpose and 
impact should provide clarity on the overall approach and hopefully inform the design of the 
optimal supervisory ratings framework.

1. The Practice and Origin of Ratings

1.1 The Practice of Ratings

Supervision involves monitoring and overseeing financial firms to assess whether they are in 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations and whether they are engaged in unsafe and 
unsound practices. It involves visitorial powers and privileges that are not a feature of many 
industries, and the authority to instruct firms to correct problems.3 As Vice Chair Randal 
Quarles discussed in a recent speech, the banking industry is subject to a special form of gov-
ernment oversight because its crucial role in promoting economic growth means that it 
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warrants a government safety net that other industries do not. Supervision of financial firms 
goes beyond compliance with a rulebook.

“[I]t isn’t enough to set the rules and walk away like Voltaire’s god. The potential 
consequences of disruption in the financial system are so far-reaching, and the 
erosion of market discipline resulting from the government safety net sufficiently 
material, that it is neither safe nor reasonable to rely entirely on after-the-fact 
enforcement to ensure regulatory compliance.”4  

Supervision is a process that enables the government to respond to the idiosyncratic cir-
cumstances of individual firms, to order corrections if merited under law, and to otherwise 
guide firms toward prudent behavior. Financial supervision has a different character than 
ensuring compliance with pre-set regulation or a rulebook. A banking organization can 
comply with the letter of every relevant statute and regulation, and still act in an unsafe and 
unsound manner. Therefore, supervision and regulation are complementary tools to achieve 
the same broad objective of a banking system that provides critical financial services in a sus-
tainable way. 

This judgmental role of discerning whether an organization’s practices pose undue risk is 
assigned to financial supervisors. To make their assessments, supervisors are granted the 
authority to go where they need to go and to direct firms to make changes if necessary.5 This 
type of governmental authority over private firms is not without its tensions, and places special 
focus on ensuring that supervisory assessments have as much rigor as possible and are as 
well-understood by the regulated firms as possible.

To make their assessments, supervisors conduct a wide variety of activities requiring analy-
sis of multiple inputs, by many people, with different skillsets, across time. For a large and 
complex firm, supervision may involve credit quality review of loan files; assessment of appro-
priate calibration of anti-money laundering filters; analysis of liquidity stress scenario 
modeling; evaluation of the credibility of resolution plans in a bankruptcy; and appraisal of 
managerial capability. Even for smaller and less complex firms, supervisory assessments 
require a wide range of inputs and perspectives. 

Supervisors generally sum their views into an overall rating at a certain point in the cycle, 
and then communicate this rating to the management of a firm.6 In this article, we will focus 
primarily on supervisory ratings of a firm’s prudential condition—its overall health and 
robustness to stress—but there are other regulatory ratings. This supervisory rating is typically 
a numeric or categorical distillation of a supervisor’s assessment of a firm, which serves as a 
shorthand expression of a supervisor’s view about the firm. Ratings can provide a “composite” 
view of a firm’s aggregate condition (for example, Bank ABC is “3” or “fair” overall), or they 
can focus on a particular component of a firm’s performance, such as capital or earnings (for 
example, the earnings of Bank XYZ are “3” or “fair”).7 

Importantly, ratings are, for the most part, confidential. Because ratings reflect the assess-
ment of supervisors, they are considered confidential supervisory information (“CSI”) that is 
owned by the regulatory agencies. As such, banking organizations are generally not permitted 
to share ratings information with other entities without the permission of the appropriate reg-
ulator and are even required to be careful about how much they share ratings information 
internally.8 The rationale for the confidentiality of ratings, as with other CSI, comes from the 
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plenary access that supervisors have to the information of supervised firms, and the necessar-
ily subjective judgments that they are required to make about whether the risks they take are 
sound ones. Public disclosure of a funding or operational risk, for example, could exacerbate 
the risk. Moreover, CSI can contain proprietary information about a firm’s strategy and posi-
tions that would be inappropriate to share publicly.9  

While commentators have suggested reform in this area, the confidentiality of ratings 
remains fundamental to the current practice of supervision, and has important implications 
for how ratings are used by regulators and firms and how the consequences of ratings are 
understood by the public.10   

1.2 The Origin of CAMEL and BOPEC

Assigning a numeric rating seems to be a practice of long vintage. Rating systems date back 
to at least 1926, when the Federal Reserve Bank of New York used a simple system to catego-
rize the 900 state member banks then under its supervision. Other federal supervisors appear 
to have been using their own individualized rating scales by the 1930s, although enthusiasm 
for their use seems to have waxed and waned over time.11  

Uniformity in ratings received its real boost in the 1970s when Congress and policymakers 
began to worry about the difficulty of effectively supervising increasingly complex bank 
holding companies. Bank failures had increased from the early to mid-1970s, and a number of 
the banks that failed had holding company affiliations that were considered to have contrib-
uted to their problems. Some observers pointed out that the Federal Reserve, in particular, had 
not identified issues that bank holding companies under their purview were causing those 
banks before they failed and was not coordinating integrated supervision of the firms. Further, 
some observers noted that banking regulators differed in how they determined which banks 
deserved special supervisory attention, and that these differences hampered their ability to 
coordinate with one another.12 It was felt that the lack of effective coordination would only 
grow worse “as the holding company movement spreads and as the banking industry becomes 
more sophisticated and complex.”13  

In response, Congress passed the Financial Institutions Regulatory and Interest Rate 
Control Act (FIRA) in 1978. Among other things (such as increasing the Federal Reserve’s 
enforcement powers), FIRA formalized a new Federal Financial Institutions Examination 
Council (FFIEC) of the bank regulators, including at the time the Federal Reserve, the Office 
of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), and the National Credit Union Administration. Among other things, the FFIEC was 
charged with prescribing “uniform principles and standards for the Federal examination of 
financial institutions” by bank regulators and to “make recommendations to promote unifor-
mity” in their supervision. The statute did not mandate the creation or use of ratings or any 
particular rating system as such, but it did call for FFIEC recommendations to identify firms 
“in need of special supervisory attention.”14  

The new FFIEC adopted the Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System for depository 
institutions later in 1978. It quickly became known as the CAMEL rating, after its component 
parts (Capital, Asset quality, Management, Earnings, and Liquidity). It has been a durable 
instrument, despite modifications over time. John Heimann, the Comptroller of the Currency, 
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who served as the chair of the FFIEC as it developed the CAMEL rating, described two pur-
poses for the rating system:

“The rating system proposed by the Council has a two-fold purpose. First, it is 
designed to reflect in a comprehensive and uniform fashion an institution’s com-
pliance with applicable laws and regulations, and its overall soundness. Second, the 
rating system the Council proposes is meant to assist the public and the Congress 
in assessing the aggregate strength and soundness of the financial system.”15 

Later in the adopting interagency release, the first purpose was extrapolated and empha-
sized: Heimann said that the “primary purpose [emphasis added] of the uniform rating 
systems is to help identify those institutions whose financial, operating or compliance weak-
nesses require special supervisory attention and/or warrant a higher than normal degree of 
supervisory concern.”16 At the beginning, it appears that the focus was on consolidating infor-
mation in order to make informed decisions about supervisory resources. To do this, 
supervisors must assess firms in a “comprehensive and uniform” way—taking advantage of all 
information to hand, and in a manner that is comparable across firms and across regulators. 
The primary purpose of this assessment is to direct scarce supervisory resources to the right 
ends, in accordance with FIRA’s goals. 

Second, there is a focus on communication—providing a means for disseminating these 
confidential assessments to those who need to know about them. In Heimann’s telling, at the 
outset of CAMEL, the external stakeholders who needed this confidential knowledge were 
Congress and the public at large. Congress had held hearings in the 1970s because of concerns 
about large bank failures, including Franklin National Bank in the Second Federal Reserve 
District, and whether regulators were up to the task of preventing them; so it makes sense that 
communication with external stakeholders was considered important.17  

We can infer, by its absence, that communicating effectively to the supervised firms was less 
of a priority at the time. Importantly, CAMEL enabled communication within the supervisory 
community. The great benefit of CAMEL was its uniformity, so that the multiple regulators 
involved in overseeing a complex entity could communicate efficiently and coordinate their 
activities.18 The OCC’s adopting release emphasized that uniform ratings will enable identifica-
tion of issues “in such a way that does not depend solely upon the nature of its charter…or the 
identity of its primary Federal regulator.”19

The adoption of the CAMEL system was followed closely by the Federal Reserve’s adop-
tion of a rating system for bank holding companies—the “BOPEC” system (named for its 
component parts: Bank subsidiaries, Other nonbank subsidiaries, Parent company, Earn-
ings, and Capital, along with F/M – Financial composite and management composite). 
What did the Federal Reserve think it was doing with these two rating systems? Testifying 
before the Senate banking committee shortly after the introduction of CAMEL and 
BOPEC, Governor Charles Partee sounded notes similar to Heimann’s and focused on 
bringing discipline to the supervisory process and directing resources to problem institu-
tions. CAMEL “should help us identify more precisely those banks in need of particularly 
close supervisory attention” and BOPEC “standardized the evaluation of the financial con-
dition of holding companies and has helped to identify those companies with significant 
financial problems.”20
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2. The Evolution of Ratings and Their Purposes

The rating systems for banks and bank holding companies have each been revised a number of 
times in response to changes in regulatory philosophy and in the industry, and regulators have 
also created entirely new rating systems. It is instructive to review what regulators—and here 
we will focus on the Federal Reserve—have articulated as the purpose of these rating systems 
each time they changed or adopted them. In some ways, one can see the evolution of rating 
systems as indicating changes in supervisory policy and priorities, even while the main goal of 
the prudential rating system has remained consistent over time.

We focus particularly on the bank and bank holding company rating systems here, but there 
are many others. This review shows consistency with the underlying drivers of discipline and 
communication but also substantive variation that reflects the evolving environment. See 
Table 1 for an overview of rating system evolution over time.

2.1 CAMEL to CAMELS

BOPEC and CAMEL were each modified over the course of 1995 and 1996. In 1995, the 
Federal Reserve required the assignment of a new rating for risk management at the bank and 
bank holding company level. This “reflect[ed] the view that properly managing risks has . . . 
become even more important as new technologies, product innovation, and the size and speed 
of financial transactions have changed the nature of banking markets.”21 In 1996, these factors 
led CAMEL to become CAMELS, as sensitivity to market risk was added as a sixth factor. 

One can see the evolution of rating systems as indicating  
changes in supervisory policy and priorities, even while the main 

goal of the prudential rating system has remained  
consistent over time.

The interagency adopting release reflected on the original articulated purposes of CAMEL 
and largely affirmed them. Similar to the views of Heimann and Partee, it focused on three 
main attributes of ratings: that they enable “comprehensive and uniform” evaluations; that they 
direct supervisory resources to firms exhibiting “weaknesses or adverse trends;” and that they 
“assist Congress in following safety-and-soundness trends.”22

2.2 BOPEC to RFI/C(D)

The next significant change to the bank holding company rating system came in 2004. The 
passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in 1999 enabled bank holding companies to enter new 
areas of business and expand their footprints. The Board’s new system, RFI/C(D) to reflect 
Risk management, Financial condition, Impact on depositories/Composite (Depository insti-
tution rating), was intended to focus less on evaluation of legal entities and more on an 
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evaluation of a firm’s ability to manage risk and implement sound controls across business 
lines. RFI/C(D) was said to reflect a recognition of how the Federal Reserve’s supervisory pro-
cesses had evolved over time, together with the changes in the banking industry.23    

The adopting release for this new rating system made some changes to the Heimann/
Partee explanation of why the Federal Reserve rates firms. Ratings are a “management infor-
mation and supervisory tool” that “serves three primary purposes in the 
supervisory process:”

“First and foremost, the BHC rating provides a summary evaluation of the BHC’s 
condition for use by the supervisory community. Second, the BHC ratings form 
the basis of supervisory responses and actions. Third, the BHC rating system pro-
vides the basis for supervisors’ discussion of the firm’s condition with BHC 
management.”24

Discipline and communication continue to characterize these purposes, but there are shifts in 
emphasis. We see that ratings are intended to facilitate communication with the management of 
firms, rather than with Congress and the public. It seems obvious now that this should be a major 
purpose of ratings, but we do not see it in the adopting releases until 2004. In addition, there is a 
subtle re-characterization of the old “primary purpose,” moving from a focus on problem firms 
to a more neutral description of ratings forming the basis of supervisory responses and actions. 
This may reflect the increasing use of ratings as a statutory and regulatory decision-making crite-
rion during this period, or the consequences of Gramm-Leach-Bliley.

2.3 RFI/C(D) to LFI/RFI

The Board significantly changed the rating system in 2018 with the adoption of the new LFI 
(large financial institution) rating system. The rationale for this new rating system was 
explained not in terms of changes to industry structure, as with the adoption of RFI/C(D), but 
rather in terms of changes to supervisory practice. The Board determined that its supervisory 
program for systemically important firms had changed so materially since the financial crisis 
of 2008 and the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 that the RFI/C(D) system was no longer 
useful. Instead, the LFI system evaluates capital, liquidity, and governance and controls on a 
firmwide basis, with much less specific emphasis on the bank. 

“The explanation of the purpose of the new rating system continued to evolve as 
well. The adopting release explains LFI’s intentions in three parts. It is designed to: 
[a]lign with the Federal Reserve’s current supervisory programs and practices; [e]
nhance the clarity and consistency of supervisory assessments and communica-
tions of supervisory findings and implications; and [p]rovide transparency related 
to the supervisory consequences of a given rating.”25

With the LFI ratings, the communication theme from the 2004 release evolves further with 
an emphasis on enabling clarity not only of supervisory messages, but also their implications 
and consequences. Vice Chair Quarles observed:26
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“Ratings are an essential vehicle for supervisory feedback—a clear, concise way 
to convey whether a firm meets expectations, with tangible, predictable conse-
quences for those that fall short. Our ratings system for large institutions had 
remained unchanged since 2004, even as our supervision of those institutions 
evolved significantly after the crisis. The new rating system will better align 
ratings for these firms with the supervisory feedback they receive, and will focus 
firms on the capital, liquidity, and governance issues most likely to affect safety 
and soundness.”

The release goes on to discuss explicitly what effect a given rating might have on the Federal 
Reserve’s posture toward an enforcement action against, or an application by, a given firm. And 
again, transparency to the public is not part of the articulated justification.

The rationale for the LFI rating system also, and importantly, has a more 
backward-looking component, namely, the alignment with current supervisory practices for 
the largest firms. Following the financial crisis, the Federal Reserve introduced its revised 
framework for large bank supervision.27 This framework focused on capital, liquidity, and 
governance, and the LFI rating system followed along. In addition, the new framework took 
a much more macroprudential perspective with consideration given to both the probability 
of distress at a large firm and the potential impact of the distress on the broader financial 
sector and economy.28   

Table 1 
Evolution of Certain U.S. Bank and Bank Holding Company Rating Systems

Rating system Period Notes

Various Pre-1978 A number of systems seem to have been employed by different regulators, 
at least informally, for many years. A simple system was in use at the New 
York Fed since at least 1926.

CAMEL 1978–1996 Established by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council. 
Formally the Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System, it quickly 
became known as the CAMEL rating, after its component parts: Capital, 
Asset quality, Management, Earnings, and Liquidity.

BOPEC 1978–2004 The Federal Reserve’s standardized rating system for bank holding compa-
nies, named for its component parts: Bank subsidiaries, Other nonbank 
subsidiaries, Parent company, Earnings, and Capital (along with F/M – 
Financial composite and management composite).

CAMELS 1996–Present CAMEL system expanded to include a sixth factor: Sensitivity to market risk.

RFI/C(D) 2004–2018 With bank holding companies entering new business areas, the Fed ad-
opted RFI/C(D) to gauge Risk management, Financial condition, Impact 
on depositories/Composite (Depository institution rating). The new 
system put less focus on the evaluation of legal entities and more on an 
evaluation of a firm’s ability to manage risk and implement sound controls 
across business lines.

LFI 2018–Present The Fed determined that its supervisory program for systemically import-
ant firms had changed so materially since the financial crisis of 2008 and 
the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 that the RFI/C(D) system was no longer 
useful. Instead, the LFI (large financial institution) system evaluates capi-
tal, liquidity, and governance and controls on a firmwide basis, with much 
less specific emphasis on the bank.
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2.4 Other Rating Systems

This article focuses on prudential ratings, particularly those that relate to banks and bank 
holding companies, but there are other regulatory rating systems. In some ways, one can track 
a path through evolving regulatory priorities by their reflection in existing and new rating 
systems. A recent example is the rating system developed by the Federal Reserve that applies to 
nonbank entities that have come under federal financial supervision, such as financial market 
utilities. This responds to a post–Dodd-Frank Act focus on overseeing the systemic risk that 
exists within clearing and settlement systems.29 

A different example is the role that Congress asked financial regulators to play in assessing the 
success of banking institutions in meeting the credit needs of their local communities. Under the 
Community Reinvestment Act, first passed in 1977 and significantly revised in 1989, supervisors 
are required to assess whether certain banking institutions are “meeting the credit needs of its 
entire community, including low- and moderate income neighborhoods.”30 These ratings are 
required to be taken into account when assessing certain applications for regulatory approval 
from such institutions. In significant contrast to prudential ratings, these ratings are required by 
statute to be made public. The public availability of these ratings is very much the point: Con-
gress wanted examiners to make public judgments on which depositories were doing better than 
others in enabling access to credit. Many papers have been published on whether the incentive 
scheme produced by this approach is helpful or harmful.31 For this article’s purpose, we will just 
observe that the incentive scheme is different than that for prudential ratings.  

3. How Are Ratings Used?

Ratings are a powerful tool for making sure that supervisors are disciplined in their assess-
ments and communicate those assessments effectively. The communication of these 
assessments then enables the supervised firms to anticipate the probable consequences. Firms 
can then take informed decisions and appropriate actions—whether it be to invest to address 
the issues, to exit certain activities, or to avoid actions that would exacerbate the issues.  

This section examines how ratings affect regulatory and supervisory judgments to constrain 
financial institutions. From the banking industry’s perspective, ratings are a predictor of how 
tightly the regulators will constrain their activities. While organic growth is usually possible 
even without permission from a regulator, firms often find it onerous to be prevented from 
expanding by acquisition or into a new activity or business line when they might consider it 
strategically desirable. 

From a supervisor’s perspective, these constraints can serve a variety of purposes. Some-
times, they are a means of directing a firm’s attention to material weaknesses. Sometimes, the 
constraints are required by underlying statutes to be imposed when an institution’s condition 
degrades – as measured by a downward adjustment in the rating. And sometimes supervisors 
may use ratings as a convenient and intelligent way to make a hard regulatory decision based 
on the best information to hand. 

Again, we will focus primarily on Federal Reserve requirements, and we will look at three 
broad types of the potential consequences of ratings: to inform supervisory prioritization and 
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expectations; to assess the use of enforcement tools; and to inform regulatory decisions such as 
those related to enforcement or permissible activities.

3.1 Supervisory Implications

From the beginning, regulators have stated that ratings are a tool for directing scarce supervi-
sory resources to the right ends. Ratings, in other words, are a means for making robust 
decisions about the amount and type of supervisory attention to devote to a specific firm based 
on its risk profile and financial condition. This is described in the ratings definitions them-
selves. For example, the RFI rating system states that firms rated “fair” are “vulnerable and 
require more than normal supervisory attention and financial surveillance” and that firms 
rated “marginal” “require close supervisory attentional and substantially increased 
surveillance.”32   

How this process of devoting more supervisory resources to weaker firms actually operates 
can be a little opaque in public materials, although presumably it informs prioritization deci-
sions. The recent release asking for comment on the use of CAMELS states that “the agencies 
increase supervisory activities, which may include targeted examinations between regularly 
scheduled examinations, if an institution’s CAMELS ratings are less than satisfactory.”33 A 
public example of supervisory prioritization can be found in a recently revised provision of 
Regulation H, required by a recent regulatory reform law, which provides that state member 
banks with assets of $3 billion or less will be examined on an eighteen-month cycle, rather 
than a twelve-month cycle, as long as they have a CAMELS rating of at least “1” or “2.”34 Stron-
ger firms with higher ratings presumably receive less supervisory attention—although one 
could reasonably question just how much less, especially given the increasing focus on regular 
horizontal exercises in large bank supervision, such as stress testing and resolution planning. 

How ratings affect enforcement decisions is not hard-wired, but 
ratings are understood to play a role in the supervisory judgment 

as to whether an action is merited.

Related to prioritization decisions is the use of ratings to inform the expectations that supervi-
sors will have for firms. A public example from guidance is the BHC Supervision Manual’s 
discussion of funding expectations, which says that BHCs with less-than-satisfactory ratings should 
be asked to prepare specific action plans for reducing short-term obligations without undermining 
their affiliated banks.35 Similarly, an insured bank is required, by regulation, to have an audit at the 
bank level, rather than the holding company level, when its rating falls below a 1 or a 2.36        

3.2 Enforcement Tools 

Ratings may play a role in supervisors’ decision making about when to employ enforcement 
tools with respect to individual firms, ranging from informal nonpublic actions such as Board 
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resolutions and memorandums of understanding (MOUs) to formal and public actions such as 
written agreements and cease and desist orders. How ratings affect enforcement decisions is 
not hard-wired, but ratings are understood to play a role in the supervisory judgment as to 
whether an action is merited.

The recent LFI rating is relatively forward leaning in discussing how ratings are tied to 
enforcement tools. It says that there is a “strong presumption” that a firm with a “Deficient-1” 
rating will be subject to an informal or formal enforcement action and that a firm with a 
“Deficient-2” rating will be subject to a formal enforcement action. The recent CAMELS release 
states that “composite and component ratings…are significant indicators of the need for height-
ened supervisory attention including enforcement actions for more problematic issues.”37

Bank regulators’ statutory authority to order banks to correct unsafe and unsound practices 
creates a presumption that an insured depository institution may be deemed to be engaging in 
an “unsafe and unsound” practice if “in its most recent report of examination, [it received] a 
less-than-satisfactory rating for asset quality, management, earnings, or liquidity.”38 Other offi-
cial statements do not directly connect enforcement decisions with rating decisions, although 
the circumstances that lead to a poor rating may be similar to those that lead to an enforce-
ment decision. For example, the FFIEC BSA examination manual provides guidance on what 
level of program breakdown will lead an examining agency to take an enforcement action, but 
does so without referring to the rating process.39    

Less-than-satisfactory ratings also allow regulators to use prompt corrective action to 
require conservation measures by adequately or undercapitalized state member banks. If the 
Board has determined, after notice and opportunity for hearing, that in the most recent exam-
ination of the bank, the bank received and has not corrected a less-than-satisfactory rating in 
certain CAMELS categories, then the Board can impose requirements such as capital distribu-
tion limits or limits on growth.40

3.3 Regulatory Judgments

In certain cases, ratings inform regulatory judgments, and in other cases, the rating itself has 
direct regulatory consequences by operation of statute or regulation. Although the distinction 
with the supervisory judgments category described above can be a little blurry at times, we 
think it is useful to describe regulatory judgments separately.

Permissibility decisions

Ratings are crucial determinants of regulatory judgments about when supervised firms are 
entitled to the privilege to acquire, hold, and retain subsidiaries that engage in certain activi-
ties. A prominent example is the provisions of Section 4 of the Bank Holding Company Act 
added by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, which permits financial holding companies (FHCs) to 
engage in certain nonbanking activities as long as, among other things, those firms are well 
capitalized and well managed.41 “Well managed” is defined by the statute (and further imple-
mented by regulation) with specific reference to ratings assigned by regulators. The 
consequences for failing to remain well managed mean that financial holding companies, 
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among other things, have to enter into an agreement—commonly referred to as a 4(m) agree-
ment—with the Board of Governors and lose the ability to make new investments in FHC 
permissible activities without Board approval. This is a matter of consequence for firms and 
may be one of the least desirable aspects of a poor rating from their perspective.42 

Expansion decisions

Ratings inform regulatory judgments about when firms may expand or reorganize their activi-
ties. A number of regulations use ratings to assess how much expansion a firm can undertake 
without seeking specific regulatory approval. For example, Regulation H, which governs the 
activities of state member banks, uses management ratings to determine both how much banks 
may invest in their own premises and whether they may make public welfare investments, 
without specific approval.43   

Ratings are also frequently used as a decisional factor when a formal regulatory application 
approval is sought. For example, Section 3 (and Regulation Y) of the Bank Holding Company 
Act requires an application to the Federal Reserve when a bank holding company seeks to 
acquire a bank, and the Federal Reserve is then required to consider (among other things) the 
financial and managerial resources of the applicant, its CRA performance, and its record of 
Bank Secrecy Act compliance. The Federal Reserve considers ratings in making each of these 
decisions, including ratings assigned by the regulator of subsidiary depository institutions.44  

In 2014, the Federal Reserve issued a guidance letter, SR 14-2, to “enhance transparency in 
the . . . applications process and provide . . . better insight into the issues that could prevent the 
Federal Reserve from acting favorably on a proposal.” This letter placed strong emphasis on 
ratings in making these decisions. It established a high bar for favorable consideration of appli-
cations from organizations “that are rated less than satisfactory.” It stated that the Federal 
Reserve will consider applications from organizations with one or more component ratings of 
“3” or a composite rating of “3” only in “very limited circumstances” and where they could 
demonstrate, among other things, that the acquisition would strengthen the organization. 
Consumer compliance and CRA ratings are similarly given great weight in this letter.45 
Notably, the industry has argued that the relatively hard boundaries in this letter have worked 
to make supervisory decisions about ratings practically binding and rule-like in their conse-
quences for the supervised firms.46 

Special restrictions for problem firms

Consistent with the original Heimann “primary purpose,” ratings are used to inform regula-
tory judgments about special restrictions that firms should be subject to when they are in weak 
condition. For example, Regulation O, which governs loans to insiders, provides for a lower 
loan limit when the firm is not in a satisfactory condition.47  

Less-than-satisfactory ratings lead to a number of restrictions meant to protect the FDIC’s 
Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF). The DIF’s assessment levied upon bank deposits uses a bank’s 
supervisory rating as part of its calculation methodology—the worse your rating, the more you 
pay in.48 Discount window access can also be restricted by a bank’s rating. A Federal Reserve 
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Bank faces certain statutory restrictions in lending to an “undercapitalized institution,” which 
includes, among other things, an institution that received a composite “5” rating or its equiva-
lent.49 Not by statute, but by policy, Federal Reserve Banks use ratings to discern which 
institutions are eligible for primary and secondary credit.50

Firms with insured depository institutions (DIs) that are in “troubled” or worse condition,51 
or that have a composite CAMELS rating of 4 or 5, are restricted, by statute and implementing 
regulation, from making (or agreeing to make) “golden parachute payments” to 
institution-affiliated parties.52 Firms with insured DIs that are in troubled or worse condition 
(or meeting certain other conditions) are required, by statute and implementing regulation, to 
submit prior notice of changes in their senior executive officers and directors to the Board of 
Governors, and the Board can disapprove of those appointments.53   

3.4 Growth of Consequences of Ratings over Time

It has been observed that the consequences of a rating seem to have grown since CAMEL was 
first formalized.54 This seems to be true and represents a mix of choices by Congress and by 
regulators to make use of this assessment tool to more closely link constraints to the current 
condition of a firm. 

Since the formalization of the ratings process in the late 1970s, Congress has explicitly made 
use of the availability of rating systems a number of times as a means to determine which 
financial firms should be subject to certain limitations, penalties, incentives, and other conse-
quences because their condition had either improved or declined. These include a number of 
the measures discussed above. 

For example, in 1991, Congress amended the Federal Reserve Act to include the limitations 
about advances to “undercapitalized” state member banks, and it defined “undercapitalized” by 
reference to the composite CAMEL rating of 5.55 In 1994, Congress streamlined audit require-
ments for highly rated banks, as discussed above.56 In 1996, Congress amended the Bank Holding 
Company Act to provide for expedited processing of nonbanking proposals by bank holding com-
panies and subsidiary depository institutions that are “well managed,”57 and defined the term by 
linking it to ratings. In that same 1996 legislation, Congress also amended the Federal Reserve Act 
to eliminate the requirement that a state member bank seek prior approval before making an 
investment in bank premises if it meets certain criteria, one of which is a CAMEL composite 
rating of 1 or 2.58 The Gramm-Leach-Bliley and the Dodd-Frank Act each saw Congress add the 
statutory provisions under which a firm cannot engage in a number of activities unless the holding 
company and its depository institutions are “well managed.”59

Regulators also made use of ratings as a mechanism for guiding and constraining their discre-
tion to make certain decisions with respect to a number of regulatory consequences. For example, 
in 1990, the Board revised Regulation Y to implement the statutory requirements of the Finan-
cial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act (FIRREA), to require firms in “troubled 
condition” to provide prior notice of director and senior executive changes.60 It did so by defining 
“troubled condition” with reference to the most recent exam rating.61 In 1992, when the Board 
amended Regulation H to implement the prompt corrective action framework under the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991, the Board defined “unsafe or unsound 
practice” to mean that the agency has determined, after notice and opportunity for hearing, that in 
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the most recent exam, the firm received and has not corrected a “less-than-satisfactory rating” for 
any of the CAMELS component ratings.62 In 1994, the Board revised Regulation O to include the 
higher loan limit for state member banks with deposits of less than $100 million if the bank, 
among other things, receives a satisfactory composite rating in its most recent exam. Outside of 
rulemaking, regulators also employed ratings in guidance documents in order to provide guidance 
to firms regarding how they will evaluate certain judgments.63

The increased interest of administrative law scholars in the process of bank supervision over 
the past several years has increased scrutiny of the link between ratings and their conse-
quences, and how comfortably that links sits within administrative law. What exactly is a 
supervisory rating for purposes of administrative law? It represents the considered judgment 
of the official sector overseer and it has consequences, whether they be direct and immediate—
such as changing deposit insurance assessments—or indirect and subject to further 
judgment—such as what type of new supervisory intensity is appropriate. We do not take a 
position on this question in this article, but note that it is an area of increasing inquiry.64

4. How Do Ratings Influence Outcomes?

The ultimate goal of supervision is to influence the behavior of supervised financial firms so that 
outcomes are consistent with statutory and regulatory objectives such as the safety and soundness 
of a particular depository institution, the efficient and sustained provision of financial services to 
the real economy, consumer protection, and the stability of the financial system as a whole. An 
obvious next question is how, precisely, does the use of supervisory ratings within the regulators’ 
toolkit influence firm behavior to achieve those goals? Again, this might seem to be a simple ques-
tion, but we think it is important to be clear in order to design the most effective ratings regime.

As we describe above, a rating is a supervisor’s assessment, using all available information and 
judgment, of the current condition of a firm. In all cases, the rating itself is the same—a summary 
statistic that reflects a wide range of perspectives about the safety and soundness of a financial 
firm. The supervisor’s assessment is then used, in either a mandatory or permissive way, to make 
statutory and regulatory judgments about the constraints that a firm should be subjected to or 
relieved from. These constraints, naturally, inform the incentive structure for the firm.

We identify three distinct channels by which a supervisory rating can influence the behavior 
of a financial firm: as a communication tool, as a direct risk mitigant, and as a broad incentive 
mechanism. It is helpful to distinguish between these channels so that we can employ a supervi-
sory rating in the most effective way and design the rating framework accordingly. We note that 
this framework is relevant for both microprudential and macroprudential objectives. That is, all 
three channels could influence how firms respond to concerns about idiosyncratic behaviors and 
broader macroprudential ones. See Table 2 for a summary of these channels.

4.1 Channels of Influence

Supervisory ratings can influence behavior as a communication tool to inform senior managers 
and boards of directors about supervisory concerns. This raises awareness of the most salient issues 
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and helps both financial firms and supervisors allocate resources and focus in order to address the 
most material risks. Supervisors and firms have complex and ongoing interactions, and the rating 
distills and focuses the supervisory message so that concerns can be properly understood. 

Challenges to communication can be especially hard at large, complex firms. In 2017, the 
Board proposed guidance to clarify the role of directors of large financial institutions, includ-
ing how supervisors should communicate with them.65 Large financial firms are complex and 
ratings offer a simple, clear signal of supervisory concerns that can inform managers and 
directors of their concerns. The LFI rating system is a notable step forward in terms of com-
munication because it allows more focused discussions with bank management about 
supervisory assessments of the most critical supervisory findings related to key areas such as 
capital, liquidity, and governance and controls. Boards can and do take actions to change man-
agement based on supervisory messages. It is also an effective tool for senior management to 
prioritize and communicate remediation efforts.

As discussed above, communication to Congress and the public seems to have been 
de-emphasized as a stated purpose of ratings over the past forty years, while there is an 
increased focus on communication with the firm. For good reasons, supervisory ratings—
again, with the important exception of CRA ratings—are not made public and are considered 
one of the most sensitive assessments of a financial firm. As such, the communication channel 
in its current form is primarily about influencing firms directly through interaction with 
senior management and boards of directors, rather than the public at large or Congress. 

A second channel for how a supervisory rating influences behavioral outcomes for a finan-
cial institution is as a direct risk mitigant—that is, by linking the rating, categorically or 
persuasively, to consequences that constrain the specific activity that creates the risk or fails to 
support supervisory objectives. In this view, supervisors identify a material risk that leads to a 
supervisory rating, and this identification leads to direct constraints on the underlying, and 
undesired, behavior. The direct constraints could take the form, for example, of supervisory 
prioritization decisions, enforcement tools, or regulatory judgments. 

A firm with identified weaknesses in governance and controls that create a material risk 
may receive a less-than-satisfactory rating in that area. The associated rating of the deficient 
area, and the supervisory judgment that underlies it, could lead to consequences that mitigate 

Table 2 
Channels of Influence: Three Functions of Supervisory Ratings

Function Action Goal

Communication 
tool

Supervisors use ratings to directly express 
concerns to a financial firm’s senior man-
agers and board of directors.

Clarify the most salient issues and the level 
of supervisory concern; help both the 
firm and its supervisors allocate resources 
to address the most material risks.

Direct risk 
mitigant

In their rating assessment, supervisors iden-
tify a material risk that leads to constraints 
on the firm’s undesired behavior. 

Mitigate the harms caused by the identified 
deficiency, supporting regulators’ pruden-
tial or consumer protection mandate.

Broad incentive 
mechanism

A weak supervisory rating triggers a wider 
set of restrictions that aren’t directly linked 
to the underlying supervisory finding or 
risk-generating behavior.

Provide management with a broader 
incentive to fix the firm’s problems and 
induce changes in behavior in a range of 
areas.
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the harms caused by the deficiency. For example, it could occasion an increase in supervisory 
intensity in that area, a potential enforcement action that restrains expansion of related activi-
ties, or the firm could be prevented from expanding into certain new activities related to that 
activity. Imposing one or more of these constraints reduces the chance that the weak control 
environment would affect a related set of activities that undermine safety and soundness objec-
tives. Similarly, a firm with consumer compliance issues might receive a low supervisory rating 
and be restricted from expansion via new branches. Again, this constraint directly reflects the 
risk that would be imposed on consumers because of the weakness in this area and supports 
the regulator’s consumer mandate.

A third channel for how a supervisory rating can influence firm behavior is as a broad incentive 
mechanism. In this view, a weak supervisory rating and the resultant activity restrictions impose a 
general cost on the firm, but the restriction and cost need not be directly linked to the underlying 
supervisory finding or risk-generating behavior. In this framing, the purpose of the consequences 
of the rating regime is to provide management with a broader incentive to fix its problems. For 
example, a 4(m) agreement might limit a wide set of expansionary activities, including activities 
that are not directly related to the negative supervisory assessment. This can constrain expansion-
ary activities that are executed well or even those that are potentially risk-reducing via increased 
revenue streams or diversification because the firm is not considered “well managed” as a whole. 
By contrast, the successful remediation of a supervisor-identified risk and the resultant rating 
upgrade may relax a constraint and allow the firm to expand.

The recent LFI rating system requires that a firm meet expectations in all three pillars to 
meet the “well managed” standard. To the extent that low-rated firms face more activity con-
straints that firms would like to avoid, this approach imposes a strong incentive for firms to 
change behavior in a way that is consistent with supervisory objectives, irrespective of the 
underlying issue. While not stated explicitly, this appears to be most consistent with the 
broader incentive mechanism approach rather than a direct risk mitigant approach.

The key difference with the risk mitigation view is that a supervisory rating and resultant 
restrictions may act as a sufficiently punitive constraint to induce changes in behaviors in 
other, unrelated areas. As discussed below, this distinction has implications for optimal 
policy design.

4.2 Design Implications

Understanding how supervisory ratings and their consequences actually influence firm behav-
ior is important because these different channels have different implications for the optimal 
design of the rating framework.

The communication tool approach, for example, has implications for the disclosure of 
ratings. As mentioned above, communication of supervisory ratings is now aimed primarily at 
firm managers and boards. If the goal is to send a powerful signal about supervisory views, 
however, public disclosure, at least on an aggregate level, could amplify that clarity and impose 
additional market discipline to promote the desired behavioral change. This is the judgment 
that Congress made in the context of CRA ratings, for instance.

Effective communication can also provide additional transparency and help build the legiti-
macy of the supervisory process. The Federal Reserve has made a concerted effort recently to 
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increase transparency of the supervisory process. Since November 2018, the Board of Gover-
nors has begun to produce a semi-annual Report on Supervision and Regulation designed to 
increase transparency to the public and increase the legitimacy of the supervisory program.66 
These reports now notably include aggregate information on ratings. This report does not 
reveal firm-specific assessments, so it does not directly promote market discipline, but it does 
increase transparency and provide an industry-wide view on the issues that supervisors deem 
to be most important. This can serve as an effective discipline on the supervisory process itself, 
and thus helps build the legitimacy, trust, and effectiveness of the supervisory process.

Public disclosure, of course, is not a panacea, and one must consider a wide range of poten-
tial implications. Any disclosure regime needs to be robust to a wide range of possible 
outcomes. For example, would supervisors be comfortable disclosing that a supervisory rating 
reflected underlying issues with cybersecurity controls or difficulty meeting its funding 
requirements? That type of disclosure could be counterproductive and even induce exactly the 
wrong type of response from counterparties, clients, or bad actors. Aggregate reporting of 
rating information on a periodic basis, as is currently done, may be the right balance to strike. 
The agencies could also consider disclosing individual rating information with an appropri-
ately long lag, although that raises different issues.

Returning to the consequences of ratings, under the direct risk mitigant view, any restric-
tion imposed as a consequence of that rating should be tied directly to the underlying risk. 
This approach likely has the most beneficial impact for customers or consumers because the 
consequence directly stops, or prevents the expansion of, the harmful behavior. One implica-
tion, however, is that the ratings framework would need to clearly identify each behavior and 
potential supervisory concern. This might create complexity that could work to undermine 
other objectives, such as clear communication. It also requires a high degree of precision in 
terms of both issue identification and remediation. 

One can also consider the incentive structures that are created for a firm if they perceive 
certain regulatory consequences to be more or less onerous than others. For example, if the 
consequence of poor capital planning is a regulatory halt on dividends, and the consequence of 
poor BSA/AML controls is the payment of a fine, then, at least in theory, a firm may decide 
that it cares more about the former than the latter. In a world of scarce resources, will this 
create incentives for the firm to focus resources on capital and not BSA/AML? Would a super-
visor want that outcome?

By contrast, the broad incentive mechanism implies a less direct link to the underlying 
behavior. That is, a regime could be designed where a low supervisory rating restricts a range 
of activities, not just those that create the fundamental concern that drives the rating. This 
creates a potentially broader set of options for the design of the consequence framework 
because the most powerful incentives can be utilized across a full set of risk concerns.

As a hypothetical example, if firms find restrictions on capital distributions to be a particularly 
painful constraint, then that restriction could be used as a penalty for any supervisory issue, not 
just those related to capital adequacy or the capital planning process. Similarly, if poorly rated 
firms find it burdensome to seek prior approval when replacing senior executives, there is a pow-
erful incentive for them to change behavior, exit that rating category, and have the constraint lifted. 
As a more positive example, the benefits that highly rated firms get from the expedited processes 
for applications (for example, in domestic branching or international banking) may serve as a pos-
itive inducement to invest broadly in remediating supervisory concerns.
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To be clear, this incentive mechanism does not free supervisors from the need to be clear 
about the underlying issues and expectations for remediation, but it does sever the direct link 
between the concern and the consequence. This perspective also severs the direct link with 
harmed parties if the impact of the incentive is miscalculated and the underlying behaviors 
continue. An advantage is that supervisors may want firms to build up their resiliency and risk 
management across the entire firm because supervisors (and bank management) do not always 
know where a breakdown in controls will manifest next. This overall risk management per-
spective would argue for a broader incentive-based framework, rather than the direct risk 
mitigant approach.

This distinction between the direct risk mitigant approach and the broad incentive mecha-
nism approach also has implications for how supervisors conduct their processes. In a world 
where the information content of ratings degrades quickly and ratings are slow to adjust, it 
may be less appropriate to impose broad penalties.67 This is particularly true when penalties 
are nondiscretionary. It also suggests that supervisors need to ensure that their rating judg-
ments have not grown stale when they are acting as a particularly powerful, broad-based 
constraint, by refreshing examination work on a regular basis. It seems appropriate that firms 
facing broad, disruptive penalties should have the expectation that the penalty be removed 
quickly once the underlying issue is remediated and validated by supervisors. The conse-
quences suggest that supervisors have an obligation to ensure the rating systems are working 
as intended.68

A final observation is that if ratings have real consequences for financial firms, then super-
visors should actively survey that package of consequences to ensure they are consistent with 
the underlying policy objectives. The recent CAMELS release calls for public feedback on how 
ratings are used in considering applications and enforcement actions, which seems like a 
healthy step. It appears, for example, that the consequences of ratings have increased since the 
CAMEL/BOPEC/LFI framework was first implemented, but it is not clear whether the link 
between ratings and consequences has been revisited in a comprehensive way in order to 
understand the whole package of incentives facing the supervised firms. A core part of that 
assessment is to be clear about the desired channel and to understand how information and 
constraints flow through to affect firm behavior.

Supervisors face a trade-off between making ratings uniform and 
consistent versus recognizing the broad range of idiosyncrasies 

that both amplify and mitigate risk.

Finally, this observation introduces the familiar policy question of rules versus discre-
tion. In this context, should the supervisory consequences from a particular rating be fixed 
and hard-wired ex ante or judgmental and left up to the discretion of the supervisor ex post? 
Both approaches feature in different places in our current statutes and regulations. Either is a 
valid approach for any of the channels of influence described in the prior section and the 
choice reflects additional considerations linked to uncertainty, transparency, and fairness.

A supervisory rating, for example, is a summary statistic that will be an imperfect indicator 
of supervisors’ assessments. In developing the approach, supervisors face a trade-off between 
making ratings uniform and consistent versus recognizing the broad range of idiosyncrasies 
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that both amplify and mitigate risk. If ratings are too blunt and fail to capture those 
firm-specific differences, one might prefer additional discretion when it comes to imposing 
consequences. That discretion, however, reduces transparency and potentially calls into ques-
tion the fairness and legitimacy of the entire supervisory process. 

5. Conclusions

Supervisory ratings are a core part of the current and historical practice of bank supervision. 
While the emphasis and stated goals have evolved over time, the underlying rationale for their 
use has remained centered on providing discipline to the supervisory process and communi-
cating complex assessments to a broad range of stakeholders. These are constructive goals that 
help build the trust in and legitimacy of the supervisory process and confidence in the 
banking system.

Understanding current views on the purpose and use of ratings is a necessary step in design-
ing the most effective framework. Supervised firms need to understand the framework so they 
can respond appropriately to supervisory expectations and supervisors need to be clear on the 
framework to develop and maintain an internally consistent and efficient approach to oversight. 
This requires assessing complex topics such as the precise channel of influence, communication 
and transparency goals, and the need to design and implement a framework that is transparent 
and fair in a world with underlying uncertainty and vast heterogeneity across firms. 

This article contributes to that assessment, but there is surely more work to be done. To 
facilitate further work, we conclude by raising several open issues that warrant further 
investigation.

It appears that the statutory and regulatory consequences that are linked to ratings have 
grown over time. Is this an intended or unintended consequence? One view is that if the tool is 
a good one, it should be used more frequently when important decisions are to be made. 
Moreover, linking consequences to ratings promotes the communication channel, enabling 
firms to anticipate what will happen if their underlying condition declines. On the other hand, 
this places considerable weight on the tool, perhaps more pressure than the tool was designed 
to withstand. One can also question how a confidential assessment should be linked to public 
consequences. For example, one sees this tension when banks seem to choose not to expand, 
even when there is no information in the public domain that would seem to prevent them 
from doing so.

As a related point, it is useful to recall Goodhart’s law. This is the idea that if a measure 
becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure, for the simple reason that those subject to 
the target will be motivated to take actions that undermine the measure’s usefulness.69 If 
firms care too much about how they are rated, and if they learn too much about how the 
ratings are determined, it is reasonable to ask whether they will take steps to “game” their 
rating without actually improving their safety and soundness or compliance with law. This 
could be a problem, although there are a number of reasonable mitigants, such as the judg-
ment of trained supervisors, the breadth of what is being assessed, and confidentiality. 
Understanding the strengths and limitations of such mitigants seems like a fruitful topic for 
further inquiry.
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Supervisory ratings represent a confidential judgment based on confidential information. 
What can be learned by a comparison with other assessment models? For example, the ratings 
produced by credit rating agencies are mostly public judgments based on mostly public infor-
mation. As another example, CRA ratings are public judgments. A more formal comparison of 
the pros and cons of these different assessment models would likely inform our understanding 
of the supervisory approach.

Finally, the focus on stress testing following the financial crisis of 2008–09 marked a funda-
mental shift for supervision. Capital stress testing incorporates a supervisory viewpoint into an 
assessment of a banking organization’s balance-sheet capacity to withstand a range of severe 
but plausible shocks. An essential element of stress testing is that it involves a substantial 
amount of disclosure to the public, even as the precise nature of the disclosure has evolved 
over the years. It has involved a public consequence as well, which raises questions about the 
information content of the public stress test results relative to the confidential supervisory 
ratings. This involves many of the trade-offs mentioned earlier and raises further questions 
about the consistency of the disclosure regimes for different supervisory tools.
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